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Abstract 

With advances in information and computer technology, genre-based writing pedagogy has 

developed greatly in recent years. In order to further this growth in technology-enhanced genre 

writing pedagogy, the current study developed a data-driven and theory-based practical writing 

support tool for research articles (RAs). This web-based, innovative tool, powered by the 

combination of rhetorical moves and lexical bundles, has an auto-complete feature that suggests the 

most frequent lexical bundles in a move within an RA section. It was developed based on the 

proof-of-concept of the bundle-move connection approach. Preliminary user feedback was positive 
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overall, and it was found that the writing support tool brought about beneficial effects that genre 

writing pedagogy explicitly aims to achieve. In light of these findings, the pedagogical implications 

of the developed tool are discussed, with particular focus on the potential role that it could play in the 

teaching and learning of technology-enhanced genre writing. 
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1. Introduction 

In the ever competitive world of academic publishing (Hyland, 2015), in which “publish or 

perish” has been the norm across a range of disciplines, early career novice researchers, including 

graduate students (or sometimes undergraduate students), must take up the challenge of writing 

publishable research articles (RAs). If the researcher’s first language is not English, they will most 

likely feel at a linguistic disadvantage compared to researchers whose first language is English. It is 

certainly understandable that, from the earlier learning phase to becoming a full-fledged researcher, 

“(t)he task of learning register/genre differences is even more challenging for a non-native speaker of 

a language” (Biber & Conrad, 2009, p. 3). 

For this reason, genre analysis has been widely used in EAP (English for Academic Purposes) 

research. Within genre analysis, which is a more specific form of discourse analysis (Hyland, 2013), 

Swales’s move framework (Swales, 1990) for research articles is the framework most employed for 

descriptive and pedagogical purposes. Analysis of moves, which are rhetorical and organizational 

structures with specific communicative functions, has been further advanced by corpus-based studies 

over the past 20 years (e.g., Biber, Connor, Upton, & Kanoksilapatham, 2007; Flowerdew, 2009; 

Hardy & Friginal, 2016; Paltridge, 2014). 

Corpus-based studies also have a bottom-up influence on research and practice in EAP. That is, 

using EAP corpora in specific disciplines, researchers and practitioners can systematically identify 

the words (e.g., Coxhead, 2000; Gardner & Davies, 2014) and multi-word expressions (MWEs) (e.g., 
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Ackermann & Chen, 2013; Durrant, 2009; Simpson-Vlach & Ellis, 2010) used by experts in their 

respective academic disciplines. Among formulaic sequences (Wray, 2002), which is an 

encompassing term that covers a wide range of phraseology including MWEs (although see Myles & 

Cordier, 2016 for a more refined construct of formulaic sequences), lexical bundles have been widely 

investigated in corpus-based studies (Biber, Johansson, Leech, Conrad, & Finegan, 1999). Lexical 

bundles are “simply sequences of word forms that commonly go together in natural discourse” 

(Biber et al., 1999, p. 990), such as “I don’t know what,” “can I have a,” and “do you want to” in 

spoken discourse, and “as a result of,” “at the same time,” and “the way in which” in written 

discourse. Lexical bundles are not only simple units comprising a few words, but also play an 

important role in reflecting the difference between disciplines or registers (e.g., Biber, Conrad, & 

Cortes, 2004; Durrant, 2015; Grabowski, 2015; Hyland, 2008b). That is, research on lexical bundles 

strongly supports the notion that investigation of lexical bundles in different academic fields reveals 

disciplinary variation. 

Pointing out the similarities between moves and lexical bundles as the “building blocks” of 

discourse, Cortes (2013) recently suggested an approach to connecting lexical bundles with moves 

according to their functions in RA introductions. Motivated by Cortes (2013), in this study, we take 

this approach a step further by developing a data-driven and theory-based practical RA writing 

support tool. The new writing support tool realizes the concept of “lexical bundles meet moves” by 

providing immediate suggestions for the lexical bundles most frequently used in respective moves in 
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RA sections using an auto-complete feature. In developing the tool, the appropriateness of the 

bundle-move connection approach was first examined. A pilot study was then conducted to examine 

the extent to which the users could benefit from the developed tool. We thus sought to illustrate how 

this innovative RA writing support tool can play a supporting role in the research and pedagogical 

endeavor of technology-enhanced genre writing teaching and learning. 

The following section reviews the relevant literature informing our tool development, focusing 

on (a) genre and move analysis, (b) corpus use in genre-based writing pedagogy, and (c) lexical 

bundles as building blocks of discourse. We then present our rationale for developing a web-based 

RA writing support tool. 

 

2. Literature Review 

2.1 Genre and Move Analysis 

According to Hyland (2016), genres are “abstract, socially recognized ways of using language 

and represent how writers typically respond to recurring situations” (p. 120). Therefore, members of 

a specific genre community recognize, without much difficulty, the common structures and linguistic 

features required for their specific purposes, which they acquire through repeated exposure to the 

genre. As an alternative to process approaches to writing instruction, which regard writing as an 

exploratory and recursive process (Polio & Williams, 2009), genre-based pedagogy has been the 

topic of much research publication in L2 writing over the last few decades (Hyland, 2004; Tardy, 
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2009, 2012). 

Of the three approaches to genre adopted in the field of applied linguistics (Hyon, 1996), 

namely, (a) English for specific purposes (ESP), (b) North American New Rhetoric studies (the New 

Rhetoric), and (c) Australian systemic functional linguistics (Systemic Functional Linguistics), the 

ESP approach to genre has been most vibrant due to its versatile concept of genre analysis (Bhatia, 

1993; Swales, 1990). Genre analysis is the investigation of the typical and recurrent linguistic 

features and discourse within a given genre. Move analysis, a specific type of genre analysis (and 

often considered equivalent to it), is mainly employed to analyze rhetorical structures in each section 

of a research article (RA). Swales’s move analysis (1990) is most famously exemplified through the 

CARS (Create a Research Space) model, which is an analytic framework for describing RA 

introductions. In Swales’s revised CARS model for RA introductions (Swales, 2004), there are three 

move structures: Move 1: Establishing a territory, Move 2: Establishing a niche, and Move 3: 

Presenting the present work. Moves are used according to their communicative purposes, and they 

can be further divided into steps, which are particular constituent elements of each move to be 

realized (e.g., Indicating a gap, Adding to what is known, and Presenting positive justification for 

Move 2: Establishing a niche). The CARS model “has apparently been quite successful” (Swales, 

2004, p. 226), and has been used as a theoretical basis for literally thousands of studies of academic 

and professional genres (Cheng, 2015). Thus, there is a very strong body of literature on move 

analysis of RAs. Focusing on the moves in RA introductions, numerous studies have reported the 
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applicability of the CARS model across a wide range of academic disciplines (e.g., Anthony, 1999; 

Lim, 2012; Ozturk, 2007). 

Because the CARS model was specifically developed for move analysis of RA introductions, 

such introductions were the focus of early studies. Due to its practicality and utility, however, the 

move analysis exemplified in the CARS model has been extended and applied to other sections of 

RAs, which follow the IMRD/C (Introduction, Methods, Results, Discussion, Conclusion) format 

(e.g., Basturkmen, 2009; Holmes, 1997; Lim, 2006; Lin & Evans, 2012), including abstracts 

(Hyland, 2000; Martı́n, 2003; Pho, 2008). 

Furthermore, this line of research has expanded to encompass the whole body (i.e., all sections) 

of RAs since Nwogu’s study (1997), in which the rhetorical moves and their constituent elements 

(i.e., steps) of medical research papers were examined by applying move analysis. Similar 

undertakings have been carried out for RAs in various fields (Kanoksilapatham, 2005; Shi & 

Wannaruk, 2014; Stoller & Robinson, 2013; Wannaruk & Amnuai, 2015). 

These past studies have provided EAP researchers and practitioners with a wealth of 

information about how the rhetorical and organizational structures of RAs are constructed within a 

specific discipline. As Hyland (2013) notes, “this kind of patterning has yielded useful information 

about the ways texts are constructed and the rhetorical contexts in which such patterns are used, as 

well as providing valuable input for genre-based teaching” (p. 2). As such, move analysis has been 

widely adopted and ingrained in EAP teaching practice (Cotos, 2014). 
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2.2 Corpus Use in Genre-based Writing Pedagogy 

With advances in computer technology in the latter half of the twentieth century, corpus use 

has become indispensable to move analysis, and consequently, it has further advanced the field of 

genre research and pedagogy (Paltridge, 2014; Upton & Cohen, 2009). There are two corpus-based 

approaches to the analysis and teaching of discourse structure: top-down and bottom-up (Biber, 

Connor, & Upton, 2007). The top-down approach focuses on macro-textual features such as moves. 

Thus, the analytical framework for the particular communicative functions (i.e., discourse units) is 

prepared first, and the analysis is then conducted based on the predetermined discourse unit types. 

For example, Cotos, Link, and Huffman (2016) used top-down corpus analysis for the moves in 

discussion and conclusion sections across disciplines, and introduced a pedagogical model that could 

be applied to materials and tasks in a postgraduate writing course. 

On the other hand, the bottom-up approach focuses on linguistic features such as 

lexico-grammatical patterns. That is, the corpus investigation of vocabulary or grammar and 

grouping of its functions in texts comes first, and the discourse unit types are then identified based on 

linguistic criteria or groupings (e.g., Biber, Connor, Upton, & Jones, 2007). Previously, the 

efficiency and practicality of the bottom-up approach adopted by corpus linguistics was questioned 

because it focused too much on examining lexico-grammatical patterns with very little attention paid 

to wider discourse levels (Flowerdew, 2002; Swales, 2002).  
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Over the years, this research gap, whereby wider discourse levels have been overlooked, has 

narrowed substantially (Boulton, Carter-Thomas, & Rowley-Jolivet, 2012), and in genre-based 

writing instruction, it is now considered to be the combination of a top-down approach to genre 

analysis and a bottom-up approach to corpus analysis that further helps raise learner awareness of 

rhetorical functions and linguistic features (Charles, 2007; Cortes, 2007; Cotos, 2009; Flowerdew, 

2015b). Accordingly, Henry and Roseberry (2009) argue that the notion of the “move register,” or 

the list of lexico-grammatical features found in each move, is highly useful from a teaching 

perspective. 

Genre-based pedagogy is centered around rhetorical consciousness-raising (Hyland, 2004; 

Tardy, 2009), and technology can better address discipline-specificity and individualization of 

genre-based writing instruction (Cotos, 2014). Thus, in recent years, this line of corpus-based and 

genre-based writing instruction has been further improved with the aid of technology (Birch-Bécaas 

& Cooke, 2012; C.-F. Chang & Kuo, 2011; Henry, 2007). For example, Sun (2007) created the 

web-based Scholarly Writing Template (SWT) to support L2 research writing. In addition to 

templates for moves and concordance searchers, the SWT provides users with an integrated writing 

environment, in which they actually draft their research papers while referring to moves and 

corresponding linguistic features using concordancers. Overall, positive outcomes and learners’ 

perceptions of consciousness-raising for moves and lexico-grammar features have been reported 

from use of these technology-enhanced genre pedagogical tools.  
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While these previous tools have annotated move boundaries manually, Anthony and Lashkia 

(2003) introduced machine learning techniques to move analysis and developed a software tool, the 

Mover, that automatically presents learners with the move structures of RA abstracts. The results of 

their study suggested that the Mover could be used to help users, particularly L2 scientists and 

engineers, better understand and construct research papers in different fields and disciplines. Another 

recent development in the automated move-based technologies is the Research Writing Tutor (RWT), 

developed by Cotos (2014, 2016) and her colleagues (Cotos, Huffman, & Link, 2015). RWT is a 

pedagogical tool for teaching and learning disciplinary RA writing, which aims to advance 

genre-based writing instruction to the next level by incorporating an automated writing evaluation 

program (i.e., RWT identifies move and step boundaries automatically and uses them as criteria for 

automated feedback). RWT gives several types of feedback on the rhetorical structures of the user’s 

own writing, shows published writing in concordance lines, and provides instructional scaffolds with 

a short video lecture and an accompanying slideshow presentation on particular rhetorical concepts. 

With its innovative features utilizing move and step constructs to the maximum, RWT is, without 

doubt, the current state of the art in technology-enhanced genre writing pedagogy. 

 

2.3 Lexical Bundles as Building Blocks of Discourse 

Both the Mover and RWT use n-grams, which are contiguous sequences of words (or 

sequences of n lexical items), as a means to identify move and step boundaries. For example, Cotos, 
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Huffman, and Link (2015) retrieved high probability n-grams representative of each move and step 

in various disciplines and used them for the RWT technology. This suggests that n-grams can be 

used to identify linguistic realizations of moves and steps, as they can detect commonly occurring 

keywords, phrases, and discourse markers (Anthony & Lashkia, 2003). 

Among the n-grams, those that appear more frequently (in a range of texts) than expected by 

chance are referred to as lexical bundles (Biber, Johansson, Leech, Conrad, & Finegan, 1999). 

Lexical bundles are the most frequent recurrent sequences of a fixed number of words (multi-word 

units). As such, they can be extracted from large corpora based on their frequency, in the form of 

n-grams (e.g., three-word sequences: 3-grams; four-word sequences: 4-grams). In studies of lexical 

bundles, 4-grams are typically used because, compared with other n-grams, they have a variety of 

structures and functions for analysis (Cortes, 2004; Hyland, 2008). 

It should also be noted here that, while 4-grams that reach a particular frequency threshold in a 

corpus are likely to correlate with psycholinguistically-real units (e.g., Tremblay, Derwing, Libben, 

& Westbury, 2011), the precise nature of their storage or processing has not been established (see 

Myles & Cordier, 2016; Siyanova-Chanturia & Martinez, 2015 for detailed discussion). For this 

reason, lexical bundles should not be confused with psychologically valid units (i.e., formulaic 

sequences), as they are a corpus linguistic construct. 

A great deal of research on lexical bundles indicates that, as “important building blocks of 

discourse in spoken and written registers” (Biber & Barbieri, 2007, p. 263), lexical bundles represent 
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characteristics of different registers and genres (Biber et al., 2004, 1999; Conrad & Biber, 2004). 

Thus, Cortes (2013, p. 36) has recently pointed out that moves and lexical bundles have more 

similarities than differences, in that both comprise “building blocks” of discourse. This notion has 

led Cortes (2013) to introduce an approach that combines moves and lexical bundles. Cortes first 

extracted lexical bundles in a bottom-up manner and classified them according to moves and steps in 

RA introductions. Although a similar approach has been suggested and conducted recently (Durrant, 

2015; Durrant & Mathews-Aydınlı, 2011; Flowerdew, 2009; Le & Harrington, 2015), Cortes’s study 

is the first to explicitly integrate moves with lexical bundles in RAs. Using a one-million word 

corpus of RA introductions from 13 disciplines (1,372 papers in total), Cortes demonstrated that, 

with this approach, it is possible to investigate the characteristics of lexical bundles in the moves and 

sections of RA introductions. 

 

2.4 Rationale for Developing an RA Writing Support Tool 

As reviewed above, there exists a robust association between moves and lexical bundles as 

building blocks used by the discourse community, and integrating these two constructs has gained 

considerable attention in recent years. Thus, while other approaches exist, we chose to use the 

bundle-move connection approach (Cortes, 2013) for their common characteristics as building blocks 

of discourse, as outlined in the literature review. To further explore this new approach and apply it to 

technology-based genre writing pedagogy, in this study, we aimed to develop a web-based writing 
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support tool for research articles, which suggests the most frequently-used lexical bundles in a move 

within all RA sections. 

The new RA writing support tool provides immediate suggestions for the most frequent lexical 

bundles in a specific move with an auto-complete feature in a text area, as commonly implemented 

in Internet search engines such as Google auto-complete, that enables users to choose appropriate 

lexical bundles to achieve a specific discourse purpose. For example, if a user types the word “the” 

in a certain move in the abstract, as it is typed in a text area, the tool will suggest the most frequent 

lexical bundles conventionally used in the abstract, starting with “the.” These might include, for 

example, “the purpose of the,” “the aim of this,” and “the objective of this,” as shown in Figure 1 

below. It is this very feature that differentiates our new tool from other existing writing support tools, 

and we believe that this tool will make a unique and valuable contribution to the development of 

technology-enhanced genre L2 writing pedagogy for the following two reasons. 

First, a writing support feature with auto-complete user interface while writing has yet to be 

implemented in technology-enhanced genre pedagogical tools. One writing support tool, WriteAway 

(http://writeaway.nlpweb.org), for example, provides lexical and grammatical suggestions with 

phrase examples based on an academic corpus while typing a certain word. The rationale behind this 

design is that “learner writers sorely need concrete writing suggestions, right in the context of writing. 

Learners could be more effectively assisted, if CALL tools provide such suggestions as learners 

write away” (J. Chang & Chang, 2015, p. 106). Precisely the same reasoning applies to our new 
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pedagogical tool, which is designed to facilitate the use and learning of move-specific bundles in the 

RA genre. With its integration of moves and lexical bundles and its intuitive auto-complete feature, 

the new tool may reduce the cognitive and metacognitive load involved in writing and be used to 

complement current genre-based writing pedagogy by providing support right at the time when it is 

most needed. 

 

 

Figure 1. A prototype image of the writing support tool and its auto-complete feature. As a user 
types in a word, it auto-suggests the most frequent lexical bundles in a specific move, which start 
with the typed word. 

 
 

Second, the advantage of a writing support feature with the auto-complete user interface is that 

move-specific lexical bundles are much more easily accessible and retrievable than any other 

materials. Retrieving an effective lexical bundle in a certain move/step is often time-consuming and 

frustrating in that it is simply difficult for users to spot the most appropriate phrase on a list or in a 

book such as the Academic Phrasebank (http://www.phrasebank.manchester.ac.uk/). The same is 

true for teachers. For example, referring to lists of formulaic sequences developed with a 

the	
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corpus-driven approach, Vincent (2013) argues: 

Studies aiming to identify the most common phrases in academic English naturally tend to 

provide long lists of formulaic phrases extracted from corpora representing academic English. 

Such lists . . . may not, however, be of immediate use to the EAP practitioner who wants to 

locate potentially useful phrases in a specific text. (p. 44) 

On the other hand, with a writing support tool that provides auto-complete suggestions for 

move-specific lexical bundles, the users can locate lexical bundles relevant to their immediate needs 

without difficulty, which has the potential to broaden the scope of data-driven learning (DDL) 

research by introducing an alternative approach to a conventional DDL approach (i.e., referring to 

concordance lines). DDL refers to direct applications of corpora in which learners themselves 

acquire hands-on experience of using a corpus for learning purposes, often with guided tasks or 

materials (see Mizumoto & Chujo, 2016 for different types of DDL). Its overall effectiveness (i.e., 

resulting in positive outcomes) for language learning has been reported in meta-analyses (Boulton & 

Cobb, 2017; Mizumoto & Chujo, 2015). In L2 academic writing studies, corpus consultation as a 

reference source has been found effective, among other reported benefits (Yoon, 2011), in correcting 

writing errors (Gaskell & Cobb, 2004) and raising awareness about the writing conventions of a 

specific discourse community (J.-Y. Chang, 2014; Friginal, 2013), particularly by using a specialized 

RA corpus (Lee & Swales, 2006). 
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As noticing is a necessary condition for DDL to work (Flowerdew, 2015a), the degree of 

noticing for discipline-specific linguistic and discourse patterns may be higher; this presumably 

results in better understanding of building blocks, if learners can directly access the most frequent 

move-specific lexical bundles on the spot when required. For this reason, the new RA writing 

support tool could serve as a complement to the provision of a list of common lexical bundles or the 

use of a conventional DDL approach (i.e., referring to concordance lines) in rhetorical 

consciousness-raising activities. 

 

2.5 Purpose of This Study 

The purpose of this study was to develop a data-driven and theory-based practical writing 

support tool by combining rhetorical moves and lexical bundles. We first put the conceptual 

framework of this approach to the test by empirically examining the correspondence between all the 

RA sections, moves, and disciplinary-specific lexical bundles of a large corpus of RAs in one 

research field: applied linguistics. Based on the proof-of-concept evidence, we then devised a 

web-based RA writing support tool, which materializes the combination of moves and lexical 

bundles. The developed tool was then pilot-tested on L2 writers in Japan in order to evaluate its 

usability, effectiveness, and impact. 
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3. Procedures 

3.1 Corpus 

While the study by Cortes (2013) has certainly ushered in a new research and pedagogical area 

by proposing an approach to combine moves and lexical bundles, it focused only on Introductions, 

and as Cortes notes, “(t)he relationship between lexical bundles and moves needs to be further 

developed not only in Introductions but also in other sections of RAs” (p. 42). Furthermore, Cortes 

compared lexical bundles in RA introduction moves across 13 disciplines to demonstrate that the 

concepts of both moves and lexical bundles are pertinent to a wide range of academic disciplines. 

This comparison is useful for gaining an overview by revealing generic move/step-bound lexical 

bundles, which may be of use for disciplinarily heterogeneous students in a writing course; however, 

it goes against the nature of moves and lexical bundles because, as the literature review suggests, 

different discipline communities require different discourse and language conventions. Thus, in this 

study, we decided to focus on one specific discipline, applied linguistics, and thoroughly investigate 

the moves and lexical bundles within that discipline as a first step toward incorporating various 

academic disciplines. We chose applied linguistics as IMRD move models have been suggested for 

this discipline in previous studies (e.g., Pho, 2013; Wannaruk & Amnuai, 2015) as well as due to the 

authors’ interests and areas of competence. 

To create a corpus, we selected articles from 10 high-profile peer-reviewed international 

journals in the field of applied linguistics (numbers in parentheses indicate the publication year): 
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Applied Linguistics (2006–2015), ELT Journal (2007–2015), English for Specific Purposes (2007–

2015), Journal of Second Language Writing (2008–2015), Language Learning (2010–2015), 

Language Teaching Research (2010–2015), Modern Language Journal (2012–2015), Studies in 

Second Language Acquisition (2010–2015), System (2013–2015), and TESOL Quarterly (2008–

2015). As genre is known to evolve over time (Guinda, 2015), we collected the latest RAs from the 

most recent issues of the journals in 2015 and then moved backwards to older issues, until we had 

accumulated 100 articles from each journal (1,000 RAs in total). The articles were chosen based on 

the criteria that (a) they were empirical/experimental studies (i.e., other document types such as 

review articles and book reviews were not included) and (b) they followed the IMRD/C (Introduction, 

Methods, Results, Discussion, Conclusion) format with abstracts at the beginning of the article. 

Information other than the text (i.e., tables, table titles, figures, figure legends and captions, 

references, appendices, biographical information, and author affiliations) was not included in the 

corpus. The size of the RA corpus we compiled was far larger (token = 8,152,477), as a corpus of a 

single academic discipline, than those of similar previous studies. It was therefore considered 

sufficiently large to extract lexical bundles from the moves within each RA section. 

 

3.2 Tagging Moves 

The corpus of 1,000 applied linguistics RAs was tagged based on the moves in all sections (i.e., 

Abstract, Introduction, Methods, Results, Discussion, and Conclusion). To tag the moves, we used 
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the move framework for applied linguistics RAs developed by Pho (2013). We chose this framework 

because it is extensively based on previous move analysis studies, and covers all RA sections and 

moves/steps within them, focusing on applied linguistics. As comprehensive as Pho’s move 

framework was, however, it seemed necessary to modify the classification in two RA sections (see 

the asterisks in Table 1). First, Pho’s framework included only two moves (“Describing the data and 

data collection procedure” and “Describing the data analysis procedure”) in the Method section, 

while previous RA move analysis studies have conventionally had more than two moves for this 

section (e.g., Cotos, Huffman, & Link, 2017; Kanoksilapatham, 2005; Wannaruk & Amnuai, 2015). 

Thus, in our study, we divided the Method section into four moves: (1) Describing the sample, (2) 

Describing research instruments, (3) Describing the procedures, and (4) Describing the data analysis 

procedure. Second, although Pho’s move framework (2013) includes the moves in the Conclusion 

section as part of the Discussion-Conclusions category, it is known that RAs in applied linguistics 

have, to a certain degree, independent Conclusions sections, and sometimes include Pedagogical 

Implications as well (Yang & Allison, 2003). At the same time, an RA may end with the Discussion 

section, encompassing rhetorical structures equivalent to the Conclusion section without any section 

headings. Considering the diversity of closing sections (i.e., those sections following the Results 

sections in RAs) and the possibility of tagging moves in both the Discussion and Conclusion sections, 

we deemed it best to create an independent Conclusion section and its corresponding moves. 

Accordingly, we added three moves under the Conclusion section by referring to Yang and Allison 
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(2003): (1) Summarizing the study, (2) Evaluating the study, and (3) Deductions from the research. 

Table 1 shows the final move framework used to tag moves in the current study after making the 

above modifications. In total, 25 moves were included in six potential RA sections. 

Following this coding scheme of RA moves, the first author of this article created a move 

tagging sample file. Eight research assistants, who were graduate students of foreign language 

education and one of whom is the second author of this article, began tagging RAs individually (i.e., 

one person tagged one article) after a training session. In tagging, they used an Excel spreadsheet in 

which move tags were embedded. The files were later converted into XML format. When faced with 

a problem in tagging, particularly with unclear move categories, the research assistant conferred with 

the second author of the article and any ambiguity was resolved through discussion. Care was taken 

to avoid any overlapping move tags. 

After tagging 1,000 RAs, the first author of this article randomly selected 50 articles and 

tagged them once more. The interrater agreement between the two coders was 91%. In addition to its 

large corpus size, the applied linguistics RA corpus used in this study is arguably the largest corpus 

to date with move tags. 
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Table 1 

Move Framework Used for Tagging Moves (* indicates added in the current study) 

 

Sections Moves Steps
� Arguing for topic prominence (Claiming centrality)
� Making topic generalizations
� Defining terms, objects, or processes
� Identifying a gap in current knowledge
� Justifying the research study

[02] Presenting the research � Stating the purpose directly
� Describing the participants
� Describing the instruments or equipment
� Describing the procedure and conditions

[04] Summarizing the findings � Describing the main features or properties of the solution or product
� Deducing conclusions from results
� Evaluating value of the research
� Presenting recommendations
� Claiming the centrality of the topic
� Making topic generalizations
� Summarizing existing studies (Reviewing items of previous research)
� Drawing inferences from previous studies
��Reference to main research problems
� Indicating a gap
� Adding to what is known
� Presenting positive justification
� Raising a question
� Announcing present research descriptively and/or purposively
� Stating purpose(s)
� Presenting research questions or hypotheses
� Definitional clarifications
� Reference to main research procedure (Summarizing methods)
� Predicting results (Announcing principal outcomes)
� Stating the value of the present research
� Indicating RA (Research Article) structure

[09*] Describing the sample
[10*] Describing research instruments
[11] Describing the procedures
[12] Describing data analysis procedure

� (Re)stating data collection and analysis procedure
� Restating research questions or hypotheses
� Location of results
� Reporting most important findings
� Substantiating (or invalidating) results
� Indicating non-consistent observations

[15] Commenting on results � Interpreting results
[16] Summarizing results � Presenting integrated results on the basis of a number of specific results

[17] Preparing for the presentation of the
discussion section

� Giving background information
   (Restate the aims, objectives, procedural information, theories,
    and research questions)

[18]  Highlighting overall research outcome � Reporting results (Expected or unexpected outcome)
� Interpreting / discussing results
� Indicating significance of the outcome
� Comparing results with a hypothesis
� Comparing results with literature
� Exemplifying

[20] Drawing conclusions of the study
Stating research conclusions

� Indicating significance / advantage
� Indicating limitations
� Evaluating methodology
� Recommending further research
� Making suggestions / drawing (pedagogic) implications

[23] Summarizing the study � Providing summary
� Indicating significance / advantage
� Indicating limitations
� Evaluating methodology
� Recommending further research
� Making suggestions / drawing (pedagogic) implications

[13] Preparing for the presentation of results

[03] Describing the methodology

[05] Discussing the research
(Interprets or extends results beyond the scope of the
paper, draws inferences, points to applications, or wider
applications.)

Abstract 

Conclusion
(or
Pedagogical
implications)

Results
(or Results &
Discussion)

[19] Discussing the findings of the study

[22] Deductions from the research

Discussion
(or
Conclusion)

[08] Presenting the present work
(Introducing the present study)

Method

Introduction 

[01] Introduction
(Establishes context of the paper)

[06] Establishing a territory
(Announcing the importance of the field)

[07] Establishing a niche
(Preparing for the present study)

[24*] Evaluating the study

[25*] Deductions from the research

[21] Evaluating the study

[14] Reporting specific / individual results
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3.3 Examining the Correspondence Between Moves and Lexical Bundles 

Most previous studies combining moves and lexical features have used predetermined 

groupings of organizational features without questioning the adequacy of such groupings (Cortes, 

2013; Flowerdew, 2015b; Le & Harrington, 2015). Because the categorization of organizational 

features (i.e., rhetorical moves in this study) has significant consequences for the subsequent 

analyses (Durrant, 2017), it should be addressed in a systematic and objective manner. For this 

reason, we examined the correspondence between moves and lexical bundles to ensure that the move 

scheme employed was appropriate for extracting lexical bundles within each move and adequate for 

use in the development of a writing support tool. 

Using the tagged corpus, move-specific lexical bundles were extracted with CasualConc 

version 2.0.2 (Imao, 2016). CasualConc is a concordance program for Mac OS. It can generate 

KWIC (keyword in context) concordance lines, word clusters, collocation analysis, and word count. 

We focused on 4-grams in the current study because they have been the most used bundle type in 

previous studies, and, as such, their structures and functions are comparable across studies. 

Consequently, a list of 4-grams and their relative frequency, adjusted by the number of words in each 

move, was obtained for all 25 move categories from the 1,000 RAs in the field of applied linguistics. 

We then performed correspondence analysis using a matrix of the 250 most frequent lexical bundles 

× 25 moves (see Appendix S1 in the Supporting Information online). Correspondence analysis is a 
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statistical technique designed to explore the associations in the data included in a frequency table 

(also referred to as a contingency table, a cross-tabulation, or a two-way table). With correspondence 

analysis, the relationships between rows and columns (in the case of this study, the 250 most 

frequent lexical bundles and 25 moves) can be simultaneously examined in reduced latent 

dimensions (Hair, Black, Babin, Anderson, & Tatham, 2006). As the outcome from correspondence 

analysis is graphically displayed in a two-dimensional map in which proximity represents similarity, 

it is possible to visually and intuitively interpret the associations between the row and column 

categories (Baayen, 2008). We thus used a graphical representation of the results of correspondence 

analysis to check the matching of moves and lexical bundles. It should be noted here that the number 

of lexical bundles included in the analysis (i.e., the 250 most frequent lexical bundles) was decided 

because, in order to better examine the profiles of moves and lexical bundles, we chose to have a 

larger matrix, which was 10 times larger than the 25 move categories. At the same time, we 

confirmed, in an exploratory way, that the results of correspondence analysis, or the relative 

positions of moves in the two-dimensional plot, did not change drastically when a smaller number of 

lexical bundles were used (e.g., 200, 150, 100, and 50 most frequent bundles). 

R version 3.3.2 (R Core Team, 2016) was used to conduct the analysis. In order to ensure 

reproducibility and transparency in the data analysis (Larson-Hall & Plonsky, 2015; Marsden, 

Mackey, & Plonsky, 2016), all the data and R codes used in this study are shared on the IRIS 

repository (https://www.iris-database.org/iris/app/home/detail?id=york:932233). 
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3.4 Pilot Testing 

After confirming the appropriateness of the move scheme and retrieved lexical bundles, we 

developed a web-based RA writing support tool. The developed tool was then pilot-tested with eight 

L2 writers in Japan: six undergraduate students majoring in English who used the tool to write their 

Bachelor’s theses in applied linguistics and two graduate students writing their M.A. theses in 

applied linguistics. They participated in this small pilot study on a voluntary basis.  

The participants’ proficiency, based on their self-report of several proficiency test scores, 

ranged from B2 (Independent User) to C1 (Proficient User) in the Common European Framework of 

Reference (CEFR) for Languages: learning, teaching, assessment (Council of Europe, 2001). Given 

their intermediate level of proficiency in English, the participants were considered appropriate as a 

target population sample (i.e., novice or non-native English researchers). None of them had written 

an RA prior to their thesis writing. As their theses followed the Abstract and IMRD/C patterns, and 

consulting the developed tool as a reference resource would greatly help them with their linguistic 

difficulties, the participants’ needs matched the purpose of the current pilot testing. No training was 

given to the participants except for explaining the concept of the tool. 

The six undergraduates (5 females, 1 male) provided feedback on an open-ended response 

sheet after using the developed tool for two months. The two graduate students (both females) were 

asked, for five months, to keep an online log of the search terms, open-ended comments, and 
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feedback each time they used the tool while writing their manuscripts. 

 

4. Results 

4.1 Move and Lexical Bundle Correspondence 

The results of correspondence analysis using a matrix of the 250 most frequent lexical 

bundles × 25 moves are visually displayed in two dimensions (Figure 2). In this figure, 250 lexical 

bundles and 25 moves are placed according to their values for two dimensions obtained from 

correspondence analysis (as lexical bundles overlap and their visibility is low in Figure 2, see 

Appendix S2 in the Supporting Information online for dimension scores). In the figure, moves close 

to each other are similar (i.e., the correlation is stronger), while those distant from each other are 

dissimilar (i.e., the correlation is weaker). This also applies to lexical bundles. Furthermore, 

associations between moves and lexical bundles can be simultaneously inspected, as their relative 

proximity represents stronger associations between them. That is, lexical bundles close to a certain 

move indicate that they are highly associated with that specific move. 

The figure reveals that lexical bundles that are often used to realize the intended rhetorical 

purposes of a given move are placed close to that move. For example, in the Abstract section, Move 

02: “Presenting the research” and Move 01: “Introduction” are distributed on the right-hand side of 

the figure (i.e., positive values on Dimension 1), with lexical bundles, such as this study investigated 

the, this study examined the, investigated the effects of, in a second language, the purpose of this, and 
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little is known about, that are more highly associated with these moves. This is undoubtedly because 

these bundles are vital for setting the research scene for research papers in applied linguistics. The 

left-hand side of the figure (i.e., negative values in Dimension 2) is occupied by moves other than the 

first three moves of the Abstract (the moves placed in the right-hand side of the figure) and three 

moves in the Introduction (the center of the figure). This implies that the first dimension is composed 

of the first three moves in the Abstract and others, indicating the strong influence of the first three 

moves in the Abstract on the relationships between the moves and lexical bundles. 
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Figure 2. Two-dimensional scatterplot of the results of correspondence analysis. The first letters on 
the move labels refer to RA sections (e.g., A stands for Abstract), while the number and abbreviation 
that follow show the move numbers and names (see Table 1).   
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In Dimension 2 (i.e., the vertical axis), two moves in the Abstract (Move 05: “Discussing 

the research” and Move 01: “Summarizing the findings”) and moves in the Discussion and 

Conclusion sections lie from the top to the center of the figure (i.e., positive values on Dimension 2), 

whereas moves in the Method and Results sections are plotted from the bottom to the center of the 

figure (i.e., negative values on Dimension 2). It can be speculated from these results that Dimension 

2 reflects the differences in the interpretive and descriptive natures of various sections in RAs in 

applied linguistics. The positioning of those moves is also reflected in the distribution of lexical 

bundles. Bundles such as the article concludes with, discussed in terms of, and implications of these 

findings, which are necessary to discuss the findings (in the Abstract), are placed at the top of the 

figure, while bundles at the bottom half of the figure include ranged from # to, participants were 

asked to, and at the time of, which are necessary for presenting empirical or experimental procedures. 

Many of the most frequent lexical bundles can be observed in the middle, left-hand side of 

the figure, where the Introduction, Discussion, and Conclusion sections gather. This indicates that 

moves in these sections are realized using a wide range and variety of lexical bundles; although some 

appear more likely in a specific move, these are ubiquitous bundles, which are used extensively 

across different moves in different sections. 

While the lexical bundles characteristic of moves in the Abstract and Method obviously 

account for the profiling of moves and lexical bundles in Figure 2, it is worth noting that the relative 

data points of the moves in different sections of applied linguistics RAs do not change even if (a) a 
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smaller number of lexical bundles are included (e.g., 200, 150, 100, and 50 most frequent bundles) in 

the correspondence analysis or (b) moves in the Abstract section are deleted in the correspondence 

analysis. In addition, the effect size (the measure of the strength of association) was large, Cramer’s 

V [95%CI] = 0.29 [0.28, 0.30], considering the size of the matrix (Volker, 2006). 

These results confirm that the association of lexical bundles and moves is robust, and it is 

possible to let the Abstract and IMRD/C patterns emerge themselves as a result, which in turn 

suggests that the conceptual framework of bundle-move connection, the move scheme, and the 

coding of moves in this study were all empirically tenable. As the current approach proved effective, 

we took a step further, realizing the concept of bundle-move connection with a web-based RA 

writing support tool.  

 

4.2 Developing the Web-based RA Writing Support Tool 

Based on the results of the proof-of-concept, we developed a web-based RA writing support 

tool. Figure 3 displays a screenshot of the online application “AWSuM: Academic Word Suggestion 

Machine.” It is accessible online free of charge (http://langtest.jp/awsum/).  

We designed the support tool to allow us to fully exploit the potential of the association of 

lexical bundles and moves. First, users can choose a discipline, section, and move within each 

section from the top pull-down menu (see Figure 3). The feature allowing selection of a discipline 

was added for later use, when other disciplines are included. The ability to select a section and move 
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are an integral part of this tool because users need to pay attention to the correspondence between 

moves and lexical bundles. The option “ALL” is also available for all these selections, allowing 

users to expand the search area. For these options, both top-down and bottom-up searchers are 

available for users, depending on their immediate needs. On the right edge of the screen, the most 

frequently selected lexical bundles are displayed in frequency order, in accordance with the selected 

section and move, so users can gain hints about what lexical bundles are often used in a specific 

section or move. 

Then, as a user types a word in the box, the tool dynamically and instantaneously suggests a 

list of the most frequent bundles, using PHP and MySQL in the web server. The keyword function 

specifies the reference words on the left (1 to 5 words). For example, if a user wants to know what 

lexical bundles are used after “the,” the keyword is 1; likewise, “the purpose” is 2, “the purpose of” 

is 3, “the purpose of this” is 4, and “the purpose of this study” is 5. In this way, the more that users 

increase the number of reference words for the phrase for which they wish to acquire suggestions, 

the more the context will be limited, which allows users to check in more detail what kind of words 

follow. Users can also set the number of n-grams (3R, 4R, or 5R) to be auto-suggested to the right of 

the keywords. This function allows users to be presented with lexical bundles of different numbers of 

words. 

The tool auto-suggests not only what Cortes (2013) termed “trigger” bundles, which are very 

easy to identify and connect to a move and even to a step in a move, but also “non-trigger” bundles 
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(i.e., called ubiquitous bundles in this study; see the results of move and lexical bundle 

correspondence above). Non-trigger bundles have very important discoursal functions to which L2 

writers need to be exposed for later use in their own writing.  

 

 

 

Figure 3. A screenshot of the web-based RA writing support tool “AWSuM: Academic Word 

Suggestion Machine.”  
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It is obvious that these non-trigger bundles are not as salient as trigger bundles. As a result, they will 

pose a major challenge if L2 writers cannot use them at their disposal in their writing. For this reason, 

the tool auto-suggests both non-trigger and trigger bundles in order to further support L2 writers. 

In addition to these features that utilize the bundle-move connection while writing RAs, we 

have implemented other functions to allow the tool to be used for DDL activities and as a useful 

reference resource both inside and outside the classroom. First, it is possible to display 1 to 3 high 

frequency words (1L-3L) that come to the left of the searched keyword. This feature enables users to 

examine collocations. Second, users can perform wildcard searches to search for strings containing 

any word in a particular position. It is thus possible to search what words are more likely to be used 

in a position marked by asterisks in a search string such as “it is * to * that.” 

Furthermore, users can refer to the concordance lines (keyword in context or KWIC) to 

investigate how a word or phrase is used within the original articles. We also incorporated the 

Google search feature, with which users can search words and phrases using the Google Custom 

Search Engine (see Geluso, 2013 for details of Google as a corpus and concordancer). With this 

custom search, the specified domain is higher educational institutions in countries where English is 

the first language, which means it can be used to confirm words and phrases from academic texts 

other than those covered by the move-tagged corpus included in the developed tool. 

As described above, the newly developed web-based RA writing support tool features a 

combination of lexical bundles and moves. It is an innovative, interactive tool with an auto-complete 
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user interface. Aside from being a technology-enhanced genre pedagogical tool, it is also equipped 

with other features, which make it an ideal online reference resource both inside and outside the 

classroom. We have also prepared a user’s manual, which provides complete details about the 

features implemented in the new tool (see Appendix S3 in the Supporting Information online). 

 

4.3 User Feedback 

After the tool was developed, it was piloted with eight L2 writers for two to five months. The 

open-ended comments from all eight participants at the end of pilot testing came to a total of 284 

entries, which were manually analyzed and classified for thematic categories. This analysis was 

conducted by the first and second authors of this article, according to the following categories 

formulated from the literature on evaluating learners’ responses to DDL tools (Mizumoto, Chujo, & 

Yokota, 2016; Yoon, 2011): (1) Noticing of lexico-grammatical patterns (Discovery), (2) 

Confirmation of lexico-grammatical patterns (Reference), (3) Benefits unique to this tool, (4) Greater 

confidence and autonomy in L2 RA writing, and (5) Suggestions for improvement. Using the Kappa 

coefficient, the inter-rater reliability for the coding was confirmed to be 0.83 (a very good level of 

agreement). Where disagreement occurred, a decision was made by consensus. 

Those five categories, their frequency, and the excerpts characteristic of each category are 

provided in Table 2. The open-ended user comments suggest that the tool was useful for discovering 

and confirming lexico-grammatical patterns in RA moves in a specific discipline. In addition, the 
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benefits unique to this tool were also reported, which most likely led to the development of greater 

confidence and autonomy in the users’ L2 RA writing. These findings suggest the beneficial effects 

of the web-based RA writing support tool, which we set out to achieve in developing it. At the same 

time, users’ feedback pointed to the difficulties they faced in making the most of using the tool (see 

“Suggestions for improvement” in Table 2). These difficulties will be addressed in our future studies. 

Taken together, although limited in terms of the number of participants, this pilot study 

provided valuable information about users’ perceptions of the usability, effectiveness, and impact of 

the new tool and about how we could further improve it. 
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Table 2 
User Feedback on the Newly Developed Tool (Categories, Frequency, and Excerpts) 
(1) Noticing of lexico-grammatical patterns (Discovery)               67 / 284 entries (23.6%) 

- I was able to learn the appropriate verb for a given noun. [e.g., excerpt # => excerpt # illustrates] 

- I noticed a number of verbs suitable for a certain context. [e.g., these studies have => these studies have shown] 

- I was able to learn the appropriate preposition for a given noun. [e.g., the Cronbach’s alpha => the Cronbach’s alpha for] 

- I was able to learn the specific nouns following a given adjective by setting the left-hand range.  

   [e.g., has been a controversial => has been a controversial topic.] 

- I was able to learn how technical terms are used. [e.g., Bonferroni => Bonferroni multiple comparison] 

(2) Confirmation of lexico-grammatical patterns (Reference)            67 / 284 entries (23.6%) 
- I was able to confirm that the phrase I came up with or wanted to use is frequently used. [e.g., procedure was followed] 

- I was able to confirm phrases for which I was unsure of their usage. [e.g., is defined as] 

- I was able to check if a phrase I had used in a different genre could be used in research articles. [e.g., the reason why] 

- I was able to check how an unfamiliar word like a synonym is used in research articles. 

- I was able to check how sentences could be constructed by viewing more suggestions. 

(3) Benefits unique to this tool                                    58 / 284 entries (20.4%) 
- Setting the section and the move helped me to find more appropriate phrases in the context. 

[e.g., university students who were majoring] 

- When I did not know how to begin a sentence, I looked at the “most frequent n-grams” in the move. 

- I came across a more appropriate phrase in the “most-frequent n-grams” when I set the section and move and tried to search 

for a different phrase. 

- This tool suggests frequently-used phrases for a given move, which made me realize how important those phrases are. 

- By fixing the left-hand range, I was able to find a more appropriate phrase in the context. 

(4) Greater confidence and autonomy in L2 RA writing                39 / 284 entries (13.7%) 
- I can write my paper with confidence because the tool suggests appropriate academic phrases. 

- I can write my paper with a more professional tone, compared with writing without any help. 

- As I use the tool, I may be able to learn many structural patterns and use them in my writing. 

- The more I used the tool, the more smoothly I was able to write. I want to keep using the tool. 

- I was able to feel assured that the phrases I had never used in my writing were actually used in other published papers.  

(5) Suggestions for improvement                                  53 / 284 entries (18.7%) 
- I felt I was not able to search for phrases well. It may take time to get used to using the tool adequately. 

- It would be better if more example sentences were suggested because I did not know how to begin a sentence. 

- Lexical bundles should be arranged and suggested according to their meanings. 

- It would be better if a dictionary or thesaurus were included in the tool. 

- While the concordance lines were useful, I was not sure which phrases would be most appropriate. 
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5. Discussion and Conclusions 

Corpus-based approaches to the analysis and teaching of discourse structure have increasingly 

become the established norm in language teaching and learning in the 21st century. One of the most 

advanced applications of such corpus-based approaches is their use in technology-enhanced genre L2 

writing pedagogical tools (Cotos, 2014). Against this background, the current study was designed to 

further the genre-based technology by developing a data-driven and theory-based practical RA 

writing support tool, which combines rhetorical moves and lexical bundles. The results of the study 

suggest that the bundle-move connection approach (Cortes, 2013) was sufficiently robust to 

implement in the web-based RA writing support tool. We then translated our findings to the design 

and development of a pedagogical tool. Positive preliminary user feedback on its usefulness was 

obtained in the pilot study. Given the saying “the proof of the pudding is in the eating,” it was thus 

confirmed that the developed online RA writing support tool may play a facilitating role in 

technology-enhanced genre writing teaching and learning. 

With regard to the tool we developed, writing specialists may argue that providing lexical 

bundles “on-the-go” interferes with the composition process and is rather prescriptive. With regard to 

the first concern, the auto-suggest feature can be turned off by removing the check mark. As for the 

second concern (i.e., its prescriptive nature), this criticism has often been directed at DDL as well. In 

the case of DDL, it is claimed that consulting concordance lines increase learners’ consciousness of 
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descriptive rather than prescriptive language (Chambers, 2005) and helps them develop their own 

descriptive frameworks (Gavioli & Aston, 2001). The participants in the current pilot study seemed 

to have gained similar perspectives in that they cited noticing and confirmation of 

lexico-grammatical patterns (almost half of the open-ended comments) as empowering features of 

the developed tool. Thus, noticing, hypothesis formulation, and hypothesis testing are attainable with 

the tool, in the same way as conventional DDL approaches offer. Therefore, although it may seem 

prescriptive, the tool can greatly scaffold L2 writers who have difficulty acquiring knowledge of 

multi-word units (Boers et al., 2016), let alone how to use them appropriately. It does this by 

suggesting the most frequent lexical bundles in a given move, thus catering to the user’s immediate 

needs. In this sense, the tool converts many of the advantages of linguistic approaches to genre-based 

pedagogy (Hyland, 2004) into tangible forms; it is needs-based, supportive, empowering, and 

consciousness-raising. From these perspectives, we feel confident that the developed tool will 

comprise a very practical, promising means for preparing L2 writers to enter the discourse 

community. 

Let us now discuss the strengths and limitations of the bundle-move connection approach as 

well as the strengths and weaknesses of the developed tool. First, the strength of the bundle-move 

connection approach is obviously its high level of salience. As echoed in the EAP literature (e.g., 

Charles, 2007; Flowerdew, 2015b; Henry & Roseberry, 2009), the combination of a top-down and 

bottom-up approach is what makes genre-based pedagogy more successful in terms of raising 
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learners’ awareness of rhetorical patterns and conventions. Accordingly, the bundle-move connection 

approach explicitly focuses on one of the most prevalent linguistic features, lexical bundles. With 

this approach, learners can see how communicative purposes are realized using lexical bundles, 

which result in better learning of these bundles in genre-based writing pedagogy. 

The limitation of the bundle-move connection approach, on the other hand, is that there are 

also other linguistic features, such as metadiscourse (Hyland & Tse, 2004), in which L2 writers need 

to become proficient in order to make a persuasive argument. As such, it should be kept in mind that 

the bundle-move connection approach is not a panacea for all aspects of L2 academic writing 

fluency. 

Next, the strength of the developed tool is that it can be used in both a top-down and bottom-up 

approach. In the top-down approach, users pay more attention to rhetorical functions, while in the 

bottom-up approach, they can focus on lexical bundles and other linguistic features. Specifically, in a 

top-down approach, users specify the section and move within which to inspect the use of lexical 

bundles. However, as users do not always need to specify sections or moves, in the bottom-up 

approach, the focus can be primarily on form. Furthermore, the auto-complete user interface of the 

newly developed tool can free learners from the burden of going through the concordance lines while 

drafting a manuscript. It is worth noting that, when necessary, examining the concordance lines is of 

course possible using the tool’s concordance feature. 

The weakness of the tool is that, despite its level of sophistication and convenience, it does not 
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help users to put their thoughts together or show them how to begin a sentence. This limitation also 

applies to all other existing tools (e.g., Birch-Bécaas & Cooke, 2012). Of course, the most frequent 

lexical bundles are suggested in a list form (on the right hand of the screen) as one of the tool’s 

features. However, they are most useful for RA sections/moves with the distinct use of lexical 

bundles or “trigger” bundles (Cortes, 2013), such as Abstract and Method sections (as can be clearly 

seen in Figure 2). For this reason, the list of lexical bundles shown in the tool may not be helpful in 

presenting an extensive discussion in the Introduction or Discussion sections. That is because those 

sections are highly argumentative, but ubiquitous bundles, which are used extensively across 

different moves in different sections, such as on the other hand, in the case of, as well as the, in 

terms of the, on the basis of, in the context of occupy the top of the lexical bundles list. As a few 

participants in the pilot study made the similar comment, “I did not know how to begin a sentence,” 

it would be desirable to provide explicit teaching sessions (e.g., Cotos et al., 2016; Flowerdew, 

2015b) in addition to training for successful use of the tool. In fact, the top-down and deductive 

teaching of genre and the provision of a training session to use the tool is crucial, in that the DDL 

literature has repeatedly pointed out that training is a prerequisite for students to benefit from corpus 

consultation (Boulton, 2010). In this sense, we agree with Conrad (2000) that corpus use in the 

classroom should be incorporated into existing pedagogy with the realization that the tools would not 

be fully utilized if presented in isolation.  

The frequency-based suggestion of lexical bundles is another limitation of the tool. The tool 
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auto-suggests the most frequent lexical bundles in a certain move in an RA, but, as some researchers 

have pointed out, retrieving bundles based on frequency alone could be improved by utilizing other 

indices or methods (e.g., Simpson-Vlach & Ellis, 2010; Vincent, 2013). We will therefore try to 

improve the usability of the online writing support tool to appeal to as many researchers and 

practitioners as possible who are interested in making use of genre-based move-bundles in their 

research and practice. 

Further studies will be necessary to test the utility of the newly developed web-based RA 

writing support tool, which has the potential to broaden the existing agenda of EAP practitioners. In 

particular, we could conduct a quasi-experimental study with a pre/post-test design (along with a 

delayed test) by assigning control/experimental groups, tracking tool uses, and analyzing writing to 

see if users do, in fact, use the predicted bundles more frequently in the relevant moves and use them 

appropriately in an overall more stylistically appropriate end product.  

Cortes (2013, p. 42), for example, suggests a DDL activity, in which academic writing 

instructors introduce a list of frequent lexical bundles in a particular move or step, and students 

directly consult the corpus for the use of lexical bundles in a specific move in their discipline. Instead 

of providing a list of common lexical bundles, with this web application, teachers and learners can 

directly access move-specific bundles, presumably resulting in better noticing and understanding of 

the building blocks often used in a specific discourse community. The effectiveness of the tool could 

then be tested in a large-scale DDL study in which the results can be compared with those of 
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previous studies on teaching lexical bundles (Cortes, 2006). 

Another possible research venue for testing the usefulness of this tool would be in a study 

wherein L2 writers test the tool on an existing paper or section of a paper that they would like to 

improve, using bundles that frequently connect with moves or steps. The changes in writing quality 

could then be analyzed from various perspectives. 

Future studies could also explore two aspects that were not addressed in the current study. First, 

although we intentionally did not tag steps in moves due to the very large corpus size, it may be 

possible to investigate the bundle-move connection in more detail by including steps in the analysis. 

Second, this study, again intentionally, focused on just one discipline (i.e., applied linguistics), but 

future studies can be conducted that target multiple academic fields to compare disciplinary 

differences in bundle-move connection. To tag moves and steps from different disciplinary fields, an 

automated tagging system is currently under development. As the main value of the bundle-move 

connection approach can be found more in its practical application, we are also considering the 

possibility of using the move-step framework of the Research Writing Tutor (Cotos, 2014; Cotos et 

al., 2015); this program has an established move-step framework for 30 different disciplines and 

automated tagging system for these moves and steps, thus allowing us to avoid reinventing the 

wheel.  

As it stands, the developed web-based RA writing support tool, featuring the combination of 

lexical bundles and moves, can assist researchers and genre-based EAP practitioners in need of an 
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alternative RA writing support/teaching tool. As such, it could potentially contribute to the growing 

trend of technology-enhanced genre writing pedagogy. With its auto-complete feature, the tool will 

be appealing to researchers and practitioners in the modern, technologically advanced RA writing 

arena. By the same token, although the tool has been designed for genre-based classroom 

consciousness-raising classroom activities, it can also be used by novice or non-native English 

researchers as a beacon that guides them through the long and arduous journey of RA writing outside 

the classroom. 
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